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Duration 80 minutes

Level Secondary Two  (32 students)

Topic ChatGPT – Writing a Letter to the Editor

Details of the try-out lesson:
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Define key terms
related to ChatGPT

and AI tools.

Evaluate the pros and 
cons of using ChatGPT in 

schools from different 
stakeholder perspectives.

Recognize the 
structure of a letter to 
the editor.

Recognize the structure 
of a body paragraph.

Lesson objectives : Knowledge



Lesson Objectives : Skills

● Collaborate effectively in expert groups to 
generate ideas and come to consensus.

● Apply critical thinking and problem solving 
skills to make informed decisions.
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Develop an open-minded 
attitude towards new 
technologies such as 
ChatGPT.

Appreciate the importance of 
considering different 
perspectives and working 
collaboratively to make 
informed decisions.

Recognize the value of 
effective and collaborative 

communication in 
expressing ideas and 

opinions.

Values education: To foster 
information and technology 

literacy in terms of use of 
modern technology.

Lesson Objectives : Attitudes



More on 
Information Literacy (IL)
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Incorporation of IL in the school 
curriculum will provide authentic 
learning contexts to promote 
values education.

Due attention has to be given to 
the promotion of using 
information in an ethical and 
responsible manner.

Learning and teaching 
effectiveness is enhanced 

through an IT-rich environment 
supported by high-quality and 

easy-to-use e-resources.

Application of IL in relevant key 
learning areas/subjects/school 

library activities can benefit 
student learning.

IL in school curriculum (EDB)

Application of IL can help 
students become informed and 
responsible citizens in the 
knowledge-based society.
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IL can be developed in the 
context of handling information 
with different media and 
information platforms in life 
events.

Students need to be provided 
with learning experiences 
involving critical thinking skills, 
creativity, and problem-solving 
skills.

Students need to uphold 
positive values and attitudes 
such as integrity, respect for 
others, law-abidingness, and 

empathy.

Generic skills are essential for 
handling information in today's 

society.

IL and Generic Skills (EDB)

Application of IL can help 
students leverage 
advancements in IT for their 
benefit.



Differentiated Instruction (DI) 
strategies deployed

- * flexible groupings (homogeneous, heterogeneous, 

expert groups)

- * tiered questioning

- * HOT skills



Interactive lead-in on 

Mentimeter:

What do you think of when 

you hear the word 'ChatGPT’?

https://www.mentimeter.com/app/presentation/al4eqaksb6t8pzkpcr2fj47mqeg7jd32/yv88rnp1ey6r/edit
https://www.mentimeter.com/app/presentation/al4eqaksb6t8pzkpcr2fj47mqeg7jd32/yv88rnp1ey6r/edit
https://www.mentimeter.com/app/presentation/al4eqaksb6t8pzkpcr2fj47mqeg7jd32/yv88rnp1ey6r/edit




From the students:

smart / intelligent, 
fast, 
modern,
cool / amazing, 
useful, 
convenient

scary, 
will take over humans, 
weird writings

a new thing, 
high-tech, 
homework answer generator



A demonstration 

of using AI tools



https://poe.com/ChatGPT


6 Key terms 

that you 

should know





1. GPT

Generative Pre-trained Transformer, which is a 
type of language model developed 
by OpenAI that uses deep learning techniques 
to generate human-like text based on a given 
prompt or context.



2. AI

Artificial Intelligence, which refers to computer 
systems that can perform tasks that normally 
require human intelligence, such as 
understanding natural language and making 
decisions.



3. Conversational AI

Conversational AI is an AI system that can 
talk to humans in a natural way, like a 
chatbot or virtual assistant.



4. Prompt

A prompt is a text input given to a language 
model to generate a response. It's like asking a 
question or giving a topic for the model to talk 
about.

e.g. Asking ChatGPT
“What is ChatGPT?” 



5. Corpus

A corpus is a collection of text data that is 
used to train language models. It's like a big 
library of words and sentences that the model 
can learn from.



6. Ethics

Ethics are moral principles and values that 
guide behavior and decision-making. It 
involves reflecting on what is right and wrong, 
just and unjust, and fair and unfair.



Expert groups:

(Homogeneous 
grouping) Grouping list here



P1 / G1

P2 / G2

T1 / G3

T2 / G4

S1 / G5

S2 / G6
E1 / G7 E2 / G8



Topic: Should ChatGPT and 

other AI tools be allowed in 

local secondary schools?



4. Government officials from the 
Education Bureau (EDB)

2. Parents

3. Teachers

1. Students

Challenging!



1. Get into groups. Read the passage silently.  (5 min)

2. Identify the advantage(s) and the disadvantage(s) 
mentioned in the passage on p.1.  (5 mins)

3. Brainstorm and from YOUR stakeholder perspective, come 
up with OTHER advantage(s) and disadvantage(s) that are 
NOT mentioned in the passage on p.2.   (6 mins)

Instructions



Teachers



Students



Parents



Government 

officials from 

the 

Education 

Bureau 

(EDB)



Parents Gp 1

Advantage 

*1

Parents



Parents Gp 2

Disadvantage *1
Parents



Teachers Gp 1

Advantage *1
Teachers



Teachers Gp 2

Disadvantage *1
Teachers



Students Gp 1

Advantage *1
Students



Students Gp 2

Disadvantage *1
Students



EDB Officials Gp 1

Advantage *1

Government officials from the 
Education Bureau (EDB)



EDB Officials Gp 2

Disadvantage *1

Government officials from the 
Education Bureau (EDB)



New grouping

(Heterogeneous
grouping)



P1 / G1

P2 / G2

T1 / G3

T2 / G4

S1 / G5

S2 / G6
E1 / G7 E2 / G8



Challenging!



Time to write!



Prior knowledge: The “O-R-E-O” Structure

Reason
Elaborate your idea

Evidence
Examples / Experience

Opinion
Concluding Sentence 
(Restate your opinion)

Opinion
Connective, 
Topic Sentence

o

E

R

o



Sample question (Prior knowledge)

Should e-textbooks be adopted in Hong Kong?

1. Opinion (Topic Sentence)

● Connectives, TS.

● Furthermore, e-textbooks can help students learn 
effectively and efficiently. 



2. Reason (Elaboration)

● The current situation? 
● What will change if we use e-textbooks? 

● (TS): Furthermore, e-textbooks can help students learn 
effectively and efficiently. 

● (Elaboration): With e-textbooks, students are able to 
search for a specific term and skip ahead to the page they 
need, without having to skim through tens or even 
hundreds of pages. 



3. Evidence
● Evidence = (Example / Experience)

● (TS): Furthermore, e-textbooks can help students learn 
effectively and efficiently. 

● (Elaboration): With e-textbooks, students are able to 
search for a specific term and skip ahead to the page they 
need, without having to skim through tens or even 
hundreds of pages. 

● (Evidence): For example, when students are looking for 
their writing notes, they can use the “Search” function to 
skip straight to the important pages. 



4. Opinion (Concluding Sentence)

● Restate your opinion
● Try to paraphrase your original TS (changing some 

wordings)
● (TS): Furthermore, e-textbooks can help students 

learn effectively and efficiently. 
● (Elaboration): …
● (Evidence): …
● (CS): Therefore, e-textbooks can increase the

effectiveness and efficiency of students’ learning.



https://docs.google.com/document/d/15BT7HPyrLmWCn6UMyEVFsQzMII8pEogIdaWNpMuBmHM/edit?usp=sharing


Students’ work



Attempt at 
the OREO 
body 
paragraph 
structure



Example 
(HKU 
banning 
ChatGPT)







Three things to consider - SEA
● Stakeholders 

(How do we listen to other people’s perspectives 
before making decisions?)

● Ethics 
(Is using ChatGPT for homework a right thing to 
do?)

● Accuracy 
(Is the content from ChatGPT always correct?)



Reflections
● Currently heated debates and real-life events can foster their curiosity and 

engagement in the lessons. 

● With varied and level-appropriate (Krashen’s i+1 principle) materials, students 

can be exposed to different perspectives. Higher-order thinking skills can be 

cultivated.

● Different tasks require different flexible groupings (homogeneous, 

heterogeneous, expert groups, etc.), depending on the nature of the task. 

● Other than teachers’ input, students can be allowed more time to look for 

relevant evidence to support their points of view proactively.



Thank you!


